
ANGELINA JOLIE’S SOCIAL LIFE AND FRIENDS 
  

This section of your profile describes your social personality which began manifesting at 

puberty.  This aspect of your character you express with your friends, peers and in 

intimate relationships.  You may not be fully aware of some of the traits mentioned but 

they are.  Puberty can be a particularly turbulent period of your life as your emotional 

and sexual energy begins to flow.  In this section we see if you made it out alive or are 

still stuck there emotionally.  Read this section with caution as some aspects may be 

quite explicit about your social and sexual life - you may not manifest all of this - DO 

NOT OVER REACT.  

  

There are 2 parts:  

  

1] RELATIONSHIPS AND CLOSE FRIENDS - this describes what you look for in a 

partner and your closest friends.  How you experience innocent attachments.  This is the 

attraction principle.  

  

2] CASUAL ACQUAINTANCES AND YOUR PEER GROUP - Here friendship and the 

type of groups that you mix with are shown.  

  

RELATIONSHIPS AND CLOSE FRIENDS  
  

As a child you formed beautifully innocent and loving relationships with boys from about 

age two till about six or seven then they stop.  At eleven or twelve they began again but 

in a much more awkward and self- conscious manner and you mostly have not lost 

interest since.  The boys are now full grown men.  Here we describe the innocent way 

you are attracted to men and what you look for in a husband Angelina, or a partner.  

  

Moon in 7th or conjunct Descendent  

  

You are a natural charmer.  From birth you seek closeness with men and are a very 

enchanting and social woman.  Your mother interferes with your relationships and she 

was your first love, therefore, you may be surprised by her feelings of rejection when 

you get serious with boys.    

  

You need marriage and a social life to feel emotionally secure.  You need to be liked and 

find it easy to get men to like you.  Therefore, you have charm, grace, good taste and 

style, and are diplomatic - partners cannot help fall for your charms.  Marriage is 

important to you and you often fall in love.  You do not feel emotionally complete until 

you have a husband.  The section on "Feeling" will tell you more about your relationship 

skills.  You are attracted to men who are mother figures, men who will take care of you 

and are sensitive - you may marry early for security and have a family when young.  

  

Being insecure emotionally, you have problems with relationships.  You become 

dependent upon them and can do little without their approval.  For you partners are 

mother figures who you want to take care of you.  Although, it could be the other way 

and you treat them as a child.  This creates dependent relationships and may indicate an 

early pregnancy.  You will need to learn how to develop a sharing relationship rather 

than have one based on dependency.  

  

Saturn in 7th or conjunct Descendent  

  

Men and relationships are the most sensitive areas of your life and the most difficult for 

you personally.  Here you feel limited and restricted, your fear of being rejected or 



disliked paralyses you so much that you do not try to date or form many close 

friendships, sometimes you project depression.    

  

In love you are conservative and sparing with your emotions.  Only time and experience 

will put this right for you.  You may not have a partner till your late teens, such is the 

extent of your shyness.  Then it is with an older man.  You are attracted to men who are 

older and wiser, ones who have some authority and power.  Men who remind you of your 

father are attractive, the type who can manage you and boss you around.  On the other 

hand you may like to be boss.  To cover up your feelings of being unlovable you are cold 

and aloof socially.    

  

You are very practical and realistic about marriage it is more political than a love affair.  

Since you are calculating and choose men who are going to be successful as your 

partner and help your social status.  You may appear as a social climber.  Marriage for 

you Angelina will probably not happen till your late twenties.  

  

This is a problem area.  Your fear of rejection is so strong that you may avoid 

relationships altogether or chose men who are pessimistic and destructive and you end 

up very hurt.  Becoming negative and depressed you are difficult to be around and 

support positively.  People may not be able to help you because you enclose yourself 

within a shell of isolation and loneliness.  Men probably have the best chance of getting 

through to you.  Relationship skills are something that you need to learn - your parents 

probably had a dysfunctional relationship.  Seeking some form of advice would be 

beneficial for you.  

  

MAJOR INFLUENCE UPON RELATIONSHIPS  

  

The type of man you will fall in love and who will complement the things you like is 

indicated here.  The events of daily life that have the most important impact upon your 

choice of lover and companion are shown now.  These circumstances dictate the 

outcome of what has already been said.  

  

Venus in Sagittarius  

  

You love men who are educated, from a different country and love the outdoors.  

Angelina you love foreigners and men who are exotic.  For you love is an adventure and 

you are more in love with life than love itself.    

  

Therefore, affairs of the heart are often only temporary.  You may find that you have 

many partners but often nobody too serious in your life, unless they share your love of 

adventure and the outdoors.  Then he is only a companion until your paths separate.  

You are happy with this and may remain single.  If you do marry it is likely to be 

someone from another culture or who you meet overseas.  

  

Venus in 11th 

 

Freedom and socialist ideals ultimately decide what sort of man you will have for a 

husband.  You will eventually become involved with an idealistic and revolutionary man 

at the fore front of social and political thought.  So be prepared for you and your lover to 

hatch the next revolution in your bedroom.    

  

As you move through many different social groups and trends, a trail of exciting men 

comes and goes in your life.  When married, you like your husband to have good taste 

and style with artistic flair and be intelligent.  

  

 

 



TALENTS AND OBSTACLES IN FORMING RELATIONSHIPS  

  

Here are the checks and measures to your path of true love.  What helps your innocent 

and loving relationships is shown here.  Along with the problems that arise which results 

in your loss of innocence, which then becomes a lack of trust is indicated now.  

  

TALENT: You are gentle kind considerate and sensitive with your lovers.  You have an 

alluring beauty.  Love is idyllic for you, eventually you meet your dream husband.  You 

form relationships with men who are supportive and committed to you, which you 

return.  You are romantic poet.  

  

TALENT: Plenty of men come knocking at your door.  You are socially sort after, 

because you are popular, generous and helpful you are well liked - everybody's friend.  

You are lucky in love and your social life is a dream.  

  

***********************  ATTENTION   **************************** 

  

Love and romance are always on your mind.  You are attracted to clever, witty and 

talkative men and may have had many partners at school.  Teasing and charming men is 

great sport to you - you just love it.    

  

Lovers do not seem to last long you become bored easily and are off looking for 

someone new.  In relationships you are a lightweight with not much staying power.  You 

need to develop depth and consistency in your relationships if you are to maintain a 

long-term one.    

  

**************************************** 

  

OBSTACLE: It's difficult for you with men.  You are charming and sociable but your 

timing is seldom right.  The potential is there you just need to learn.  Therefore, finding 

a lover and the right friends is a frustrating task for you.  You always feel as though you 

are with the wrong man or crowd - not fitting in, you want to be somewhere else.  

Becoming apologetic you try too hard to please men and that creates problems.  You 

become ingratiating.  You feel your mother interferes too much in your love life; you 

may choose a husband to please him.  

  

********************  ATTENTION   ********************** 

  

To you, it seems as though nobody loves you and you feel intensely unhappy.  You often 

need to be reassured that you are.  With loves you are manipulative and controlling and 

place huge emotional pressure upon them not to leave you.  You are jealous and 

possessive, which may drive men away.  Inwardly, you feel that your needs, desires and 

lust are bad so you hide yourself and needs.  Learn to be open about your demands and 

needs, and not to hide them.    

  

You are intensely sexual and may mistake sex for love, or may trade sex for love.  

Basically, you have the wrong idea about what a relationship or social life is - this you 

have to learn.  You are attracted to men that entangle you in tragic love affairs and 

other people often need to pick up the pieces.  

  

Fortunately you have the skills to deal with this.    

  

*********************************************************** 

  

RELATIONSHIP SUMMARY  

  

Venus has more than five aspects 



  

Angelina you are attracted to men from an early age.  This attraction or distraction 

influences many areas of your life.  Your interest in men is a dominant aspect of your 

personality.  Therefore, when you have a man you are able to concentrate on the task at 

hand, but when you do not you are distracted by them.  Mind you that distraction may 

exist anyway.  With a strong influence upon men comes a need to be liked and be 

attractive.  You may then do whatever you can to be liked and compromise or put at risk 

other interests you have.  You need to understand this section well to guide you through 

relationships.  You may be a Mata Hari or an embarrassed and self-conscious woman.  

  

Venus aspects mostly helpful 

 

Angelina you are delightful and socially you are charming and polite and liked by most 

men.  Men and steady relationships should be easy for you, because you are attractive 

you are seldom alone or without a companion.  

  

-ooOoo 

CASUAL ACQUAINTANCES AND YOUR PEER GROUP  
 

This section of your profile evaluates what sort of social person you are.  It describes the 

type of friends you have and the people you are likely to associate with - especially in 

your mid to late twenties.  Shown here is the type of peer pressure you are subjected to 

and how you respond to that pressure.  The cultural influences of the time and 

generation you were born into are also shown.  

  

Sun in 11th  

  

Your life revolves around your friends and hanging out with a group; you want to be 

leader of that group.  You love an exciting social live with plenty of variety and risk in it.  

Therefore, you seek friends who are unusually creative and artistic.  You love 

spontaneous parties and will throw many.  Your heart and soul goes into making friends 

love and adore you.  With them you are entertaining and inspiring.  When you are 

spontaneous and do what you love they love you.  The love you have for each other is 

influenced by what has been said in "Creativity".  You are charismatic with your friends 

and should have plenty.  Men make good friends.  

 

  

Mercury in 11th  

  

Friends are people you discuss intellectual and socialist ideas with and solve the 

problems of humanity, while playing with computers.  You are actively social and have 

plenty of friends.  For friends you like people you can compare your intelligence with, 

through playing clever games and puzzles.  They influence your thinking and you love to 

debate with them.  You change friends and clubs often looking for that perfect mental 

stimulation in a companion that will not bore you.  Learn to be consistent with friends.  

The inventors club.  

  

MAJOR INFLUENCES UPON FRIENDS AND GROUP ACTIVITIES  

  

Here are the indicators of what finally controls your choice of friends and your social life.  

The cultural and generational influences that affect your choice of friends are also 

shown.  

  

Pluto in 3rd  

  



You are secretive about what you think and learn.  Therefore, you may be difficult to 

teach or communicate with.  You are dying to tell, but are sworn to secrecy.  You like to 

learn and talk about other people's affairs and you are good at digging up secrets.  A 

good scientist.  You will always be talking and whispering to a close friend.  You are very 

intense and passionate when you speak and think.  This gives good powers of deduction 

and insight, a detective.  Learn to talk to people.  Learning has its problems because 

your mind is influenced by feelings, this gives you depth.  Sometimes you are one-

tracked and your thinking becomes compulsive.  You are stubborn and headstrong 

mentally and that gets you into power struggles with teachers and others.  For you 

Angelin obsessive thinking catches hold of you and then your ideas are life or death to 

you.  Also you think and talks about sex and an intimate relationship.  You can be quite 

manipulative mentally and controlling if events do not go your way, you can play mind 

games.  

  

THE END  

  

This brings to an end your Social Life and Friends profile Angelina.  We hope it will be of 

benefit to you now, and in the future.  

  

  

  

-ooOoo- 

 

 


